Scout RFP Platform
It’s no secret that sourcing and procurement are now critical in the
operation of modern enterprises. So why are these organizations
still reliant on manual processes and legacy tools? To compete
in today’s world, sourcing professionals need a platform that
streamlines supplier workflows, breaks down departmental silos,
and makes it easy for business users to engage and align with
sourcing across the enterprise.
That’s where Scout RFP, a Workday company comes in. Scout RFP’s
collaborative, cloud-based solution makes sourcing a truly strategic
arm of the business by providing greater visibility throughout the
entire sourcing and supplier engagement process. Over 300,000
users in 155+ countries have chosen Scout RFP’s award-winning
platform to manage more spend and make a bigger business impact.

Key Benefits
1

Streamline the source-to-contract process

2

Simplify sourcing requests across the enterprise

3

Maximize the impact of every supplier relationship

4

Collaborate in real time with stakeholders and suppliers

5

Achieve better outcomes with actionable analysis

Core Capabilities
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Project Intake

Pipeline
Management

Strategic Sourcing

Contract
Repository

Streamline project
requests across the
enterprise.

Track and prioritize
sourcing projects
and associated
savings.

Centralize sourcing,
manage events, and
award suppliers.

Track renewal
milestones,
e-signatures, and
obligations.

Supplier
Onboarding &
Performance

Reverse
Auctions

Dynamic
Negotiations
& Analytics

API and Pre-Built
Connectors

Onboard suppliers,
assess risk, and
monitor performance.

Conduct and manage
reverse auctions to
optimize cost savings.

Optimize pricing
conversations
with data-driven
negotiation.

Integrate Scout RFP
with Workday and
other systems.

The Highest Rated & Top Reviewed
Strategic Sourcing Platform

The Impact of Scout RFP

97%

of Scout RFP
customers realize a
10x ROI within the
first year of use

90%

“Not only is Scout intuitive enough for anyone at VMWare to
accomplish things independently, its flexibility gives my team the
power to drive real change.”
Kellee Garcia
Center of Excellence Manager, Global Strategic Sourcing

of Scout RFP
customers realize a
positive cash impact

89%

of Scout RFP
customers launch
their first event within
a week of signup

“At a company growing as quickly as Uber, technology is essential
– and Scout has been a huge asset in helping our sourcing team
drive value beyond cost savings.”
Neil Aronson
Head of Global Strategic Sourcing
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Scout RFP, a Workday company, is the sourcing and supplier engagement platform trusted by procurement teams to streamline their process, manage a unified
pipeline of projects, and collaborate with stakeholders and suppliers. Headquartered in San Francisco, California.
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